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"World's Destroying Bell?" Yun Lintian repeated with an incredible expression… What a domineering 

name.  

 

"It might sound terrifying, but in fact, it isn't that powerful. It certainly cannot destroy the world, as its 

name suggested." Principal Tian explained. Before Yun Lintian could feel at ease, Principal Tian added. 

"However, destroying the continent is not a problem." 

 

"What?" Yun Lintian exclaimed in surprise. No wonder Lord Sky Throne and Principal Tian had to be 

cautious against the Peng clan… But why they didn't strive to become the true powerhouse? 

 

"If my guess correctly, Poison Valley should not be aware of this and perhaps Azure Palace too. 

Otherwise, they would attack the Peng clan a long time ago. At the same time, the Peng clan clearly did 

not want to expose this… Well, precisely, they didn't dare to… Also, I bet the Peng clan's ancestor 

probably threatened Lord Sky Throne to sink the continent." Yun Lintian expressed his thought. 

 

Principal Tian was obviously surprised to hear Yun Lintian's words. With the limited information, Yun 

Lintian could actually figure out so many things. This level of analyzing ability wasn't something the 

eighteen-year-old boy should possess.  

 

"Now I know why little girl Han values you very much." Principal Tian said. "What you've said is totally 

correct. The Peng clan's ambition isn't small. They want to occupy the academy first before taking over 

the other branches. At the same time, they know their current strength is insufficient to fight the Poison 

Valley even with the help of World's Destroying Bell. They could only play along with them for the time 

being." 

 

Yun Lintian nodded his head. "Why not? They can also use Poison Valley as a shield to fend the Azure 

Palace off. With the Azure Palace's attitude today, I can see they really don't care much about the 

Poison Valley. Let alone their lackey like the Peng clan." He paused for a moment and changed the topic. 

"Speaking of this, can Senior tell me more about Poison Valley? Until now, I don't even know who their 

leader is. Let alone their origin." 



 

This was a question Yun Lintian had wanted to ask for a long time. 

 

A look of recollection emerged on Principal Tian's face as he replied. "We have to trace back to four 

thousand years ago when the first Abyssal Profound Beast appeared in our world. At that time, they 

were caught off-guard, infected with Abyssal Poison. No one can understand nor have a clue regarding 

this treacherous poison. Even the Myriad Pill Palace Master at that time, who was regarded as the 

Medicine Saint, could not do anything against it." 

 

"One after another, Abyssal Profound Beasts kept appearing more and more and humanity gradually 

declining. More than half of the world had been occupied by these beasts. It was until the first 

generation Azure Palace Master had united with other eight palace masters and slowly made a 

counterattack." Principal Tian stopped here for a moment and turned to look at Yun Lintian. "This is 

what the later generations understood. The truth is entirely different from it." 

 

Yun Lintian was visibly stunned for a second. "What Senior means is…." 

 

Principal Tian nodded his head. "In fact, it wasn't the first generation Azure Palace Master who led the 

alliance, but rather a peerless woman from the Misty Cloud Palace." 

 

Yun Lintian's body shook slightly. His face was filled with incredulity as he stared at Principal Tian… A 

peerless woman from the Misty Cloud Palace? She must be the founder. 

 

Principal Tian gave a meaningful smile to Yun Lintian and said. "I am probably the only one who truly 

understands your background." 

 

Yun Lintian's pupils shrank slightly, and the vigilance in his heart rose rapidly. 

 

Seeing Yun Lintian's vigilant appearance, Principal Tian said calmly. "Don't worry. There's no benefit in 

harming you. On the contrary, it can be said we are on the same side." 

 

He took a few deep breaths to calm himself down and asked. "As far as I know, someone had forcibly 

erased the history. How could Lord Sky Throne know about it?" 



 

Principal Tian went silent immediately. His face kept changing for a while before saying. "Because he's 

not someone from this world." 

 

This time, Yun Lintian was thoroughly shocked. The conjecture he had on Lord Sky Throne before 

resurfaced in his mind once again… The university-like system. The building and training ground designs. 

He was definitely coming from Earth! 

 

Although Yun Lintian was shocked, he didn't rush to ask Principal Tian which world Lord Sky Throne 

came from. He didn't want to make himself suspicious. 

 

"Not from this world? What do you mean, Senior? Lord Sky Throne came from the legendary other 

world?" Yun Lintian asked curiously. 

 

Principal Tian didn't notice Yun Lintian had pretended to ask naively. He answered truthfully. "Yes. 

However, he didn't write anything much regarding this in his record. When he first came to this world, 

his talent was average at best. He intended to live secludedly and wait for the last moment of his life. It 

was until one day he had encountered a noble person that entirely changed his fate forever." 

 

Principal Tian spoke to this point; Yun Lintian had already connected all the dots together. This noble 

person was definitely that mysterious woman. And now another question popped up in his mind… Are 

this mysterious woman and the founder of the Misty Cloud Sect the same person? 

 

Principal Tian continued. "This person was another peerless woman. She had passed down the memory 

regarded the Abyssal Profound Beast's incident and gave my ancestor a mission to create an academy." 

 

Yun Lintian couldn't help asking. "Are these women the same person?" 

 

Principal Tian shook his head. "They aren't. From the record, my ancestor said she was also someone 

from the other world, but she didn't tell him about her origin. My ancestor guessed that she should be 

someone from the Divine World, counting her unusually powerful strength." 

 



"She was responsible for the missing history, right?" Yun Lintian asked further. He felt there was a 

loophole in this story, but he couldn't pinpoint it out… If this mysterious woman was the one who 

erased the history, then where was the Misty Cloud Sect's founder? 
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"It should be her." Principal Tian answered. He wasn't sure about this as well since there was no record. 

 

Yun Lintian immediately fell into deep contemplation. The clue was ended here. If Principal Tian didn't 

know about it, then who did? Lord Sky Throne? Yun Lintian didn't know where to find him again. 

 

"Alright, return to the previous topic first. After the history was erased and the Misty Cloud Palace's 

peerless woman had disappeared, the first generation Azure Palace Master had rewritten everything in 

his favor and became the overlord since." Principal Tian said. His expression gradually turned cold as he 

continued. 

 

"You should know about the so-called Azure Spatial Jade now. When the first generation Azure Palace 

Master discovered this powerful spatial stone, he did a lot of experiments in order to break out of this 

world. However, he had unexpectedly opened a portal leading to another world later called Abyssal 

World. That world is filled with countless powerful, profound beasts."  

 

"So they slipped to this place through this portal?" Yun Lintian interjected.  

 

"Yes." Principal Tian nodded. "The first-generation Azure Palace Master deceived the entire world about 

this." 

 

"Heh." Yun Lintian suddenly let out a scornful snort. This Azure Palace Master guy was genuinely a 

typical villain. It was no wonder the Azure Palace's strength did not diminish in the slightest after passing 

through this incident.  

 

Meanwhile, the Misty Cloud Palace had disappeared and reduced to the Misty Cloud Sect. Perhaps the 

disappearance of the Misty Cloud Palace's founder was also related to this guy. 



 

Azure Palace, huh? Just you wait! Yun Lintian's heart was filled with fury when he thought of this. 

 

Principal Tian could feel a killing intent emitted from Yun Lintian. He could understand his feeling well. 

Although there was no evidence pointed out that the disappearance of the Misty Cloud Palace was 

related to the Azure Palace. Even a fool could see it. 

 

"How did they defeat these Abyssal Profound Beasts, Senior?" Yun Lintian calmed down and asked. 

 

Principal Tian nodded. "With the sacrifice of the first generation of Divine Thunder Palace Master and 

Divine Phoenix Palace Master, they had successfully closed the portal. However, it is only temporary. As 

long as the Poison Valley could reopen the portal, this world would descend into chaos again." 

 

Yun Lintian now understood everything. He asked. "Do Senior know the location of the portal?" 

 

Surprisingly, Principal Tian shook his head. "You have to ask Azure Palace for that." 

 

Yun Lintian lowered his head, pondering over everything. According to this information, the first-

generation Azure Palace Master didn't seem to be affected by the erasing memory's incident, while 

others did. Even Yan Qi had been affected to a certain degree. Otherwise, he would tell Yun Lintian 

about this a long time ago. 

 

Yun Lintian had a hunch. The Azure Palace must hide the portal's location somewhere and possibly did 

some experiments on it until now. Coupled with the fact those Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm 

practitioners seemed to go missing. There should be a connection between these. 

 

Yun Lintian felt his head grew bigger and his ability to analyze this huge information was insufficient at 

the moment. He could only stop thinking about this for the time being. 

 

"As for the question about the Poison Valley's leader. I can't answer you because I don't know about it 

too. Although I don't know who the leader is, I know their second-in-command person. He's the current 

Endless Sea Sovereign, Mo Hai." Principal Tian said. 

 



"Endless Sea Sovereign?" Yun Lintian's brows raised in confusion. He heard about the seven endless sea 

lords, but not this sovereign. 

 

"He is living at the center of the Endless Sea. His strength is terrifying. I am certainly not his opponent. 

My speculation is that he should have reached the middle-level of Divine Ascending Tribulation Realm." 

Principal Tian said with a grave expression. 

 

Yun Lintian sucked in a cold breath. He was still at the Origin Profound Realm, and the strength of his 

enemy kept getting higher. How was he going to fight this? 

 

Principal Tian seemed to see through Yun Lintian's thoughts. He said. "Don't worry. You can go at your 

pace. I will try my best to protect you during this period… I don't want to say this to pressure you, but 

you're the only hope now." 

 

Since the first time Principal Tian saw Yun Lintian's prowess, he immediately knew Yun Lintian was the 

only hope to fight with Azure Palace and Poison Valley. During this period, he tried his best to cover Yun 

Lintian's origin information. Otherwise, Han Bingling's power alone might not be able to hide it until 

now. 

 

It was just that Yi had seen Yun Lintian now. Principal Tian knew this wasn't a good sign. Hence, he had 

come up with a plan. 

 

"I heard you are going to participate in Frozen Moon Mythical Realm?" Principal Tian asked. Seeing Yun 

Lintian nod, he said further. "You should be aware that you've been exposed to Yi now, right? Why don't 

you go hide for the time being and raise your strength in secret?" 

 

"What do you mean, Senior?" Although Yun Lintian understood the concept, it was difficult to achieve. 

After all, his next destination after the Frozen Moon Palace was actually located at the Central 

Continent. He definitely had to go there. 

 

"What happens if you die?" Principal Tian asked with a smile. 

 

"Senior means… fake death?" Yun Lintian asked. 

 



"Yes. We will make as if you've died during the mythical realm exploration, and I will secretly send you 

away to other continents." Principal Tian said. 

 

Yun Lintian pondered for a long time before answering. "This is a good idea, but before I go, I need to 

visit a place first." 

 

"You're talking about your godmother, right?" Principal Tian touched his chin and pondered. "I'll let little 

girl Han arrange this for you. However, whether you could see her, you've to leave at the right time. Do 

you accept it?" 

 

Yun Lintian frowned. A bad premonition rose in his heart. "What do you mean, Senior? What happened 

to her?" 
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"Calm down. Nothing happens to her." Principal Tian said. "The place she has gone to is a bit special. At 

the innermost of the Extreme Ice Territory, there's a place called Eternal Frozen Cave. It is a habitat of a 

mysterious figure in the past. Once you entered that place, the entrance would be closed for a year or 

two before it could open again. So there's a slim chance you could see her." 

 

The frown on Yun Lintian's face grew deeper upon hearing this. "What kind of that mysterious figure? 

Who is it?" 

 

Principal Tian thought for a moment and said. "It said the first generation of the Frozen Moon Palace 

Master, which was still a sect master at that time, had been assigned to guard this place by the Misty 

Cloud Palace's founder. Since the disappearance of the Misty Cloud Palace, she had come out once to 

create the Frozen Moon Palace. Afterward, no one has ever seen her again." 

 

"The first generation of Frozen Moon Palace Master? Does Palace Master Han know about this?" Yun 

Lintian asked.  

 

Principal Tian shook his head. "She doesn't know about it. Everything about the first generation of 

Frozen Moon Palace Master had been thoroughly erased. If it wasn't because the record left behind my 



ancestor, I wouldn't have known about it too." He paused for a moment and gave a reassuring smile. 

"You don't have to worry. I went to that place before, and I can guarantee there's no danger over there. 

On the contrary, it should be a training paradise for her." 

 

Although Principal Tian said this, Yun Lintian did not feel at ease. He couldn't wait to rush to that place 

right now, but he understood it was useless to go there at this moment. Therefore, he could only calm 

down and focus on his current goal first. 

 

Yun Lintian took a deep breath and asked. "Now, what is Senior going to do? Are you going to leave the 

Peng clan like this?" 

 

"Of course not." Principal Tian answered right away. His face seemed to fill with confidence as he said. "I 

have my own plan that is inconvenient to tell you right now… I know you have a personal grudge against 

them. However, you can leave them to me." 

 

Principal Tian suddenly changed the topic. "I believe my ancestor has told you about the Divine Jade, 

right? Yin Xu has come here for this. Only you and I know where it is, so you better be careful during this 

period." 

 

"Does Senior know his whereabouts?" Yun Lintian asked. Even with the help of his Cloud Shadow team, 

he couldn't find any trace about Yin Xu at all. 

 

"He's not here." Principal Tian replied with a frown. "The last time I found his trace is somewhere nearby 

the Thunder City. I guess he went to check on the Thunder Valley." 

 

Yun Lintian's brows involuntarily creased together upon hearing this. He was certain Yin Xu could get 

some clues regarding him and Linlin. Looked like he needed to hide Linlin in the Land of Beyond Heaven 

from now on. 

 

Principal Tian naturally saw through Yun Lintian's worry. He was well aware of Linlin's identity, but he 

couldn't provide any protection for her. 

 



Yun Lintian needed time to digest all of this information. He raised his head to look at Principal Tian and 

said. "Thank you for telling me all of this. Since Senior has no other instructions, I would like to excuse 

myself first." 

 

Principal Tian nodded. "Go ahead." Before Yun Lintian could stand up, Principal Tian added. "Right, 

about the grudge between you and the Wang clan's descendants. It's best for you to stop for the time 

being. We cannot afford to involve with the Wang clan right now." 

 

A cold light flashed across Yun Lintian's eyes as he said. "I understood what Senior means. However, I 

can't guarantee what will happen if they provoke me again." 

 

Principal Tian took a deep look at Yun Lintian and smiled. "It's fine." 

 

Following that, Yun Lintian stood up and walked down the mountain. Along the way toward the 

Moonlight Peak, Yun Lintian passed by the square and heard Fei Mao's voice coming from the distance. 

 

"Brother Yun!" Fei Mao said while panting and running toward Yun Lintian. 

 

Yun Lintian stopped his track and turned to look at Fei Mao. Seeing Fei Mao's anxious expression, he was 

puzzled. "Fei Mao? What's wrong?"  

 

"Hah…Hah… Brother Yun." Fei Mao arrived before Yun Lintian and gasped for a few breaths. "I had gone 

to the Moonlight Peak and didn't see you there. Teacher Tie wants to see you." 

 

Yun Lintian's eyes lit up. "Oh? Has Teacher Tie finished upgrading my spear?" 

 

Fei Mao wiped sweats out of his forehead and said. "It must be. He didn't say anything about it." 

 

"Let's go!" Yun Lintian didn't say anything further and brought Fei Mao to see Tie Shan right away. 

 

Along the way, Yun Lintian discovered many people cast him strange gazes. They were either whispered 

something to each other or pointed at him upon seeing him. Yun Lintian thought it was probably 



because he had broken the record, but it didn't seem to be the case as he further found their gazes were 

full of contempt.  

 

Fei Mao saw Yun Lintian's puzzled expression, and he then looked at the people nearby. He immediately 

understood and whispered. "Brother Yun, I heard you've broken the Forest Maze's record. Is it true?" 

 

"It's true. What's wrong?" Yun Lintian replied with a frown. 

 

"I see." Fei Mao looked at Yun Lintian with admiration. He glanced around for a moment and drew 

closer to Yun Lintian. "Brother Yun, can you give me that compass? I want to break the record, too." 

 

"Compass? What compass?" Yun Lintian was even more confused now. 

 

Fei Mao was taken aback and discovered that Yun Lintian didn't joke about it. He whispered in doubt. 

"Brother Yun, didn't you use the energy compass to break the record? I heard everyone saying that." 

 

It was at this moment Yun Lintian understood everything. Someone had clearly discredited him by 

saying he used a cheat item to break the Forest Maze's record. 
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After understanding everything, Yun Lintian asked. "Where's this information come from?" 

 

Fei Mao shook his head. "I don't know. When the news about your record-breaking came out, the news 

about the compass had also popped up almost at the same time. They said in order to break the record, 

Senior Sister Jiang has given you an energy compass. Seeing your reaction, now I know all of this is 

nonsense." 

 

Yun Lintian's expression gradually turned cold. He swept his gaze over the students nearby as though 

trying to remember their faces. His cold gaze caused them to shiver slightly. A moment later, he ignored 

them and headed straight to Tie Shan's classroom. 



 

Roar! 

 

When both of them walked into the classroom, they were immediately startled by the dragon's cry. Yun 

Lintian's eyes instantly fixated on the shiny white spear floating in the middle of the room with Tie Shan 

standing behind it. 

 

Compared to the previous White Dragon Spear, its current appearance was more refined and elegant. 

Its shaft was releasing milky luster mixed with an oppressive force. Meanwhile, the pointed head was 

even more shaper than before. With a glance, Yun Lintian knew those Saint-rank armors might not be 

able to resist it. 

 

At this moment, a virtual white dragon was coiling around the spear. Its sharp eyes glared at Yun Lintian 

as though it couldn't wait to eat him alive.  

 

Yun Lintian could feel a terrifying might radiate from it. At the same time, the connection between him 

and the spear had faded a lot. He could perceive a rebellious thought of it. Obviously, it wanted to get 

rid of the relationship with him. 

 

"You've come. This spear has now officially stepped into the Divine-rank." Tie Shan glanced at Yun 

Lintian while stroking his beard, appearing satisfied with his work. He then added. "Do you need my help 

to subdue her?" 

 

"Her? Is this spear a female?" Fei Mao exclaimed in a low voice. As if the spear could hear him, it shifted 

its gaze onto Fei Mao, causing his chubby body to tremble in fright. 

 

On the side, Yun Lintian's face was filled with excitement. Although he had seen the Divine-rank weapon 

before, it was entirely different from this White Dragon Spear in front of him. After all, this one truly 

belonged to him. 

 

Yun Lintian looked at Tie Shan and said. "Let me do this, Teacher Tie." 

 

Tie Shan smiled and stepped back, watching how Yun Lintian would subdue the spear. 



 

"Hey, girl. Did you forget your master so soon?" Yun Lintian stepped forward and said with a grin. 

 

The virtual Whiter Dragon snorted angrily and let out a deafening roar at Yun Lintian. Its roar was 

brimming with mental attacks, easy to shake one's soul. Unfortunately, its opponent was Yun Lintian. Its 

attacks were pretty much useless against him. 

 

Tie Shan was obviously surprised seeing this scene. As someone who perfectly upgraded the White 

Dragon Spear, he understood its might more than anyone else. With its current strength, no one below 

the Saint Profound Realm should be able to handle its attack, but Yun Lintian did it with ease. This 

showed how extraordinary his soul was. 

 

Now, Tie Shan was even more curious about what kind of background Yun Lintian had. 

 

Ignoring the dragon's roar, Yun Lintian jumped into the air and reached out his hand to grab onto the 

spear. Suddenly, the virtual White Dragon released a brilliant white light, turning every corner of the 

room into the white world. 

 

Yun Lintian involuntarily shrank back and closed his eyes. In the next moment, his eyes snapped open 

with golden light was shining brightly on them. At this time, Yun Lintian could see the spear rotated and 

pointed its sharp head at him. 

 

Roar— 

 

Accompanying by the dragon's cry, the spear shot fiercely at Yun Lintian, aiming at his head. Evidently, it 

wanted to reap his life.  

 

"Hmph! Eat this, you disobedient girl!" Yun Lintian snorted coldly and executed the Dragon Fist. 

 

Rumble— 

 



Fire and lightning virtual dragons appeared with Yun Lintian's fist, rushing straight at the incoming spear 

and ruthlessly colliding with it. The crash produced a loud noise that shook the entire room to the point 

Tie Shan had to activate the defense formation in order to limit the damage. 

 

The spear was sent flying backward a few meters before it stabilized itself in the air. The virtual White 

Dragon glared at the fire and lightning dragons angrily, as if it wanted to ask why did you two serve this 

stinky human? 

 

Yun Lintian didn't give the White Dragon Spear a breather. He executed the Shadow Step and 

reappeared in front of the spear, sending out another Dragon Fist toward it. 

 

Before Yun Lintian's fist could hit the spear, the spear swiftly turned its sharp head at his fist and 

stabbed forward fiercely.  

 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

 

One after another, Yun Lintian's fist kept crashing with the spear, and blood could be seen splashing out 

of his hand. However, Yun Lintian didn't seem to feel pain as he continued to send out the punch with 

an exciting expression. 

 

"Not give up yet?" Yun Lintian yelled at the spear while punching.  

 

The spear appeared to struggle and gradually became weaker as time passed. No matter how it tried to 

attack Yun Lintian, the latter didn't retreat in the slightest. On the contrary, his attacks had become 

fiercer than before, rendering the spear helpless. 

 

"Why? Haven't you seen my power after accompanying me for several months? Believe me, I can bring 

you to the top of the world and even on the worlds beyond this." Yun Lintian communicated with the 

spear through mental power. 

 

"Roar!" The virtual White Dragon let out a furious cry as if it saying it would never surrender to Yun 

Lintian again. 

 



"Have I ever mistreated you during this period? You know very well that I always treat you as a buddy. 

Come on! Let be friends, shall we?" Yun Lintian gradually reduced his force but still continued to punch 

the spear. 

 

The virtual White Dragon continued to struggle. Its sharp eyes kept staring at Yun Lintian as if it wanted 

to see his true thought. 

 

"Don't believe me? Go ahead. I won't stop you now." Yun Lintian abruptly stopped his action and let the 

spear attack him. His face was full of a gentle smile as he looked at the spear. 

 

At this moment, the White Dragon Spear slowly rotated its shaft and pointed its head at Yun Lintian, 

fully exuding killing intent. 

 

Swoosh! 
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The spear traveled through the air and went straight to Yun Lintian's heart. Seeing the spear coming, 

Yun Lintian didn't put any defense and looked at it calmly, without fear. 

 

Puff! 

 

The spear penetrated deep into Yun Lintian's chest and touched his heart. However, it did not move 

further, as though it was stunned by Yun Lintian's careless action. 

 

Yun Lintian didn't care about his injuries. He caressed the spear's shaft gently and said. "Why? Don't you 

want to kill me? Go ahead." 

 

The virtual White Dragon seemed to regain its sense and wanted to move the spear forward. However, 

when it perceived Yun Lintian's true feelings, it suddenly became hesitant, did not dare to move further. 

 



Seeing this, Yun Lintian smiled and said. "Trust me, you would never find anyone who treats you as a 

friend like me… How about it? Let's travel around the world together, shall we?" 

 

The spear struggled further for a moment before it completely stopped and left Yun Lintian's body by 

itself.  

 

"Roar…" The virtual White Dragon suddenly coiled around Yun Lintian a few rounds before it paused in 

front of him, staring at him for a while, and let out a roar.  

 

This time, its roar wasn't aggressive as before. Yun Lintian could feel goodwill coming from it, making 

him wonder why did it suddenly become docile… Did it finally convince? 

 

What Yun Lintian didn't know was the White Dragon Spear had perceived the White Tiger God's blood in 

his vein. Coupled with the fact it knew Linlin's identity. It suddenly realized there was no qualified 

master in this world other than Yun Lintian. Hence, choosing him was the best choice it could make right 

now. 

 

Yun Lintian became excited and gently grabbed the spear. He wielded it a few times and nodded his 

head in satisfaction. With this excellent spear, his survival rate would increase significantly. He believed 

he could fight with any Saint Profound practitioner much better now. 

 

On the side, Tie Shan stared at Yun Lintian and the White Dragon Spear in confusion. He didn't 

understand how Yun Lintian subdued the spear. A moment later, he noticed the abnormal in Yun 

Lintian's blood. When he shifted his gaze onto Linlin, who was lying unconscious on Yun Lintian's right 

arm, his eyes immediately filled with incredulity and almost blurted the words 'Divine Beast' out. 

 

Now, Tie Shan understood what was going on. At the same time, his curiosity toward Yun Lintian had 

grown deeper. 

 

Meanwhile, Fei Mao's face was filled with admiration as he looked at Yun Lintian. "Awesome, Brother 

Yun!"  

 

As a forge master, Fei Mao naturally understood how fierce this Divine-rank weapon was. Yun Lintian 

could actually subdue it with just a few kicks and punches. How could he not amaze? 



 

Yun Lintian put the spear away and smiled at Fei Mao. He didn't forget to use his profound energy to 

stop the bleeding. 

 

"Congratulations for gaining the approve from the divine weapon." Tie Shan walked forward and said. 

"Although its spirit hasn't matured yet, as long as you give it time, it will eventually become the most 

powerful weapon's spirit. I hope you can use this weapon to kill the enemy, not the innocence." 

 

"You can reassure, Teacher Tie. I would never use it on the innocent one. Also, thank you for helping me 

this time. If Teacher Tie has something that I can help with, please say it at any time." Yun Lintian said 

with gratitude. 

 

Tie Shan stroked his beard with a smile. He said. "There's nothing I need you to help with… Well, if one 

day you find the trace of my ancestor, please contact me." 

 

"Understood." Yun Lintian accepted the request readily. 

 

"Teacher, how did you upgrade it?" Fei Mao arrived on the side and hurriedly asked. 

 

Tie Shan gave an amiable smile and explained patiently. "Honestly, I didn't do anything much. The 

materials on the White Dragon Spear are already perfect. All I have to do is polish and unleash its 

potential to the fullest. It was because my ancestor's strength wasn't strong enough at that time. That 

was why he failed to make it divine-rank." 

 

Fei Mao listened to Tie Shan earnestly. Although he didn't gain much insight, he could learn a thing or 

two from him.  

 

Tie Shan turned to Yun Lintian and sent a sound transmission. "You shouldn't expose your origin blood 

this easily. Also, the little guy in your arms can bring a disaster to you. You better hide her away. The 

main reason the spear was surrendered to you is because of this. In the future, when your strength is 

enough, you have to thoroughly subdue it again." 

 



Yun Lintian was startled for a moment and immediately understood everything. A wry smile appeared 

on his face. He thought the spear was convinced by his words and genuine feeling. It turned out because 

of the divine origin blood. 

 

"Understood, Teacher." Yun Lintian replied with a serious expression. 

 

Tie Shan waved his hand and said. "Since you are busy, just go back. I'll take a rest now." 

 

Yun Lintian expressed his gratitude and left the room with Fei Mao. 

 

"What are you going to do next, Brother Yun?" Fei Mao asked. 

 

"Go back, I guess?" Yun Lintian replied casually.  

 

Fei Mao looked at Yun Lintian enviously. "I'm so envious of you, Brother Yun. Not only do you have your 

own residence, but you also have so many beautiful senior sisters around you. Look at me. I have to 

squeeze with others in a small room. As for beautiful sisters, I can only dream about them." 

 

Yun Lintian chuckled. "Just honestly learning the skills from Teacher Tie. I believe your day will come 

soon. Perhaps I have to call you Master Fei when we meet again next time." 

 

"Next time? Wait a minute. Where are you going, Brother Yun?" Fei Mao caught the clue in Yun Lintian's 

words right away. 

 

"Have you ever heard of the mythical realm?" Yun Lintian asked. Seeing Fei Mao nod his head, he 

continued. "I'll participate in the Frozen Moon Mythical Realm around a week later. It will last for a 

month if I remember correctly." 
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"Frozen Moon Mythical Realm? Isn't that open on a few months away?" Fei Mao asked confusedly. 



 

"Something happened, causing the opening time to change." Yun Lintian explained briefly. 

 

Fei Mao nodded. Just as he was about to say something, he caught a glimpse of a familiar figure 

standing at the building's entrance. 

 

"It's Wen Xing. Why did he appear here?" Fei Mao exclaimed in a low voice. The figure that stood at the 

entrance was no other than Wen Xing, the direct disciple of the White Feather Sect Master. 

 

Wen Xing seemed to perceive Fei Mao's gaze. He turned around to look in Fei Mao's direction and 

stared at him. More precisely, his eyes were fixated on Yun Lintian. 

 

Seeing this, Yun Lintian immediately understood. This man definitely looked for trouble… Sigh. Yun 

Lintian oh Yun Lintian. Who told you to act so high-profile? 

 

Sure enough. Wen Xing quickly walked toward Yun Lintian with an arrogant expression. "I finally found 

you, Yun Lintian. Come with me to the arena." His voice was full of unquestionable authority. 

 

"Not interested." Yun Lintian replied plainly and walked past Wen Xing. However, he suddenly felt a 

strong power swept over his face, making him react with a punch. 

 

Bang! 

 

Surprisingly, the moment Yun Lintian's fist collided with Wen Xing's, it was Wen Xin who got sent away 

several meters while Yun Lintian was stood on the original position without even taking a step back.  

 

This scene caused the onlookers to look at Yun Lintian in a daze. Wasn't Wen Xing launch the attack 

first? How come he got sent away like that? 

 

Wen Xing stabilized himself on the ground and shook his hand slightly to get rid of the numbness. His 

expression turned serious as he stared at Yun Lintian. "It seems the rumors aren't true. You are not 

weak as they said." 



 

Yun Lintian didn't reply but turned to say something to the onlookers. "Everyone should see it, right? I'm 

not the one who started first. All of you have to bear witness for me if the teacher comes." 

 

The onlookers regained their sense and subconsciously nodded their heads. 

 

A cold light flashed in Wen Xing's eyes, but he didn't intend to make another move. Instead, he said. "I, 

Wen Xing, challenge you, Yun Lintian! If you have the gut, come with me to the arena." 

 

Yun Lintian was speechless. This guy wasn't convinced by the earlier collision at all? 

 

He turned to the dazed Fei Mao and asked. "Fei Mao, do I have the right to reject the challenge?" 

 

Fei Mao came back to his sense and hurriedly said. "You have, Brother Yun. As long as it's not the 

evaluation challenge." 

 

"Evaluation challenge? What is that?" Yun Lintian was puzzled. 

 

"It is the challenge serving as a final exam of the battle class. If you won the challenge, you could be 

considered passing that semester's exam. This challenge has to be approved by the teacher in order to 

process further." Fei Mao explained. 

 

"Is that so? But I haven't joined the battle class. He can't issue this challenge to me, right?" Yun Lintian 

asked. He didn't expect there would be such a troublesome challenge like this. 

 

"It's not true. Even though you're not someone from the battle class, you have to accept it… And I am 

here to approve this challenge." At this moment, a middle-aged man clad in a teacher robe appeared in 

the corridor. His gaze firmly fixated on Yun Lintian, as if the latter had killed his relatives or something. 

 

Who the f*ck is this guy? Just by his appearance alone, he's definitely not a good thing. Yun Lintian 

cursed inwardly while looking at the newcomer in puzzlement.  

 



Without waiting for Yun Lintian to ask, the middle-aged man introduced. "My name is Peng Si, the battle 

class's teacher. Since the challenge has been approved by me, shouldn't you prepare yourself now?" 

 

Wen Xing saw this, he quickly added. "That's right, you should come with me now." 

 

"Peng Si? Ah ha. I understand now. So are you really going to play like this?" Yun Lintian said calmly after 

knowing the opposite party's identity. 

 

"Everything is within the rules. Is there anything wrong with this?" Peng Si smiled coldly. 

 

Yun Lintian took a deep look at Peng Si and turned to Fei Mao. "Is there a life and death challenge 

here?" 

 

Fei Mao and everyone in the scene was immediately startled by Yun Lintian's words. 

 

Peng Si's eyes lit up and said. "Of course there is. Are you sure you want to do this? Once you entered 

the life and death challenge, you cannot go back, you know?" 

 

Yun Lintian didn't look at Peng Si but turned to Wen Xing and asked. "Do you dare?" 

 

At this moment, Wen Xing's heart trembled violently. He, of course, knew Yun Lintian's strength might 

be surpassed by him, but he wanted to try it, anyway. Now, the life and death challenge was an entirely 

different thing. If he lost, it meant his life would be gone for good. 

 

"Go ahead, accept it. I will guarantee your life when the time comes." Peng Si sent a sound transmission 

to Wen Xing. 

 

Yun Lintian seemed to notice this. He chuckled coldly. "I am going to ask Principal Tian to witness this 

battle. If you believe in his bullshit, then I have to say sorry for you beforehand." 

 



Yun Lintian could guess more or less. In order to get him into the battle, Peng Si definitely tried his best 

to convince Wen Xing to accept the challenge. He would probably say something like guarantee the 

latter's safety. If Wen Xing was smart enough, he would reject this even though it meant losing face. 

 

Peng Si frowned. "There's no need to trouble Principal Tian, right?" If Principal Tian was involved in this 

matter, he would undoubtedly receive punishment. 

 

Yun Lintian glanced at him and said with a smile. "Why? I have the right to invite him. Everything is 

within the rules. Is there anything wrong with this?" 

 

Peng Si's face immediately turned blue upon hearing this. This bastard dared to return his words to him. 

 

Hearing Principal Tian's name, cold sweats instantly appeared on Wen Xing's forehead. In front of 

Principal Tian, what kind of guarantee his life?  

 

Although he was angry, he felt relieved at the same time. Thankfully, he didn't hurriedly accept Yun 

Lintian's challenge. 

 

Wen Xing took a deep breath and said. "I reject the challenge." 

Chapter 387: Protagonist's Trait: Impusive 

 

 

 

Yun Lintian gave a faint smile. "Congratulations. You just made the right decision." He glanced at Peng Si 

briefly and returned to Wen Xing. "I can understand where is your arrogant comes from. However, you 

shouldn't let your arrogance turns you into someone else's tools." 

 

Following that, Yun Lintian turned around and left the building under everyone's dazed gaze. 

 

Wen Xing looked at Yun Lintian's disappearing back with a complication in his eyes. Although he felt 

ashamed being taught by Yun Lintian, he didn't have much resentment toward him. 

 



If Yun Lintian knew Wen Xing's thoughts, he would definitely shout in his heart, 'Wrong script! This is 

definitely wrong script!' How could this type of villain give up so easily? 

 

Wen Xing gave Peng Si a cold glance and left the building directly.  

 

Peng Si looked at the two with a frown on his face before turning around and leaving the scene. Even 

though his small move had failed miserably, it did not affect him much. He would look for other 

opportunities in the future. 

 

"Did you see Wen Xing's face earlier, Brother Yun? Haha! I thought he would dare to accept your 

challenge. It turned out he was a paper tiger." Fei Mao laughed satisfyingly. He had long been 

dissatisfied with Wen Xing's arrogant attitude. 

 

Yun Lintian curled his lips. "You better not let him hear you. He didn't dare to fight me. It doesn't mean 

he won't dare against you. Don't let me see you crying at that time." 

 

Fei Mao hurriedly covered his mouth with both hands and looked left and right, fearing Wen Xing might 

hear him. Upon seeing Wen Xing didn't follow them, he heaved a sigh of relief and wiped the sweats out 

of his forehead. "You scared me to death, Brother Yun." 

 

Yun Lintian chuckled and changed the topic. "By the way, since your family is doing forging business, you 

should be familiar with the Spatial Stone, right? Do you know where I can find it?" 

 

"Spatial Stone?" A thoughtful expression appeared on Fei Mao's chubby face. "This type of material is 

scarce. As far as I know, you can find them in the deep sea, where spatial turbulence occurs often. Why 

are you asking this?" 

 

Yun Lintian replied casually. "It's nothing. I want to create a storage ring." 

 

In fact, Yun Lintian wanted to create the returning stone that he had thought of it for a long time. This 

returning stone would serve as a teleport device to bring the user back to the Land of Beyond Heaven.  

 



If one day Yun Lintian left the Northern Continent, he could be at ease leaving this stone to the Cloud 

Shadow team here so they could escape when something happened. 

 

An enlightened look appeared on Fei Mao's face. "I see. Creating a storage ring is difficult. My 

grandfather spent countless years mastering the technique… From what I know, most of the storage 

rings in the current market are created by senior forge masters from the old era." 

 

The two continued to chat along the way until they reached the arena area. At this time, many people 

gathered around a spacious arena at the center, yelling and cheering excitingly. 

 

Yun Lintian and Fei Mao were immediately attracted by the commotion. They stopped their tracks and 

looked over at the arena.  

 

On the platform, two figures were fighting fiercely. One big and one small exchanging their attacks, 

unwilling to back down. 

 

"F*ck! What is he doing there?" When Yun Lintian looked closely, he immediately cursed aloud because 

these two figures were no other than Yang Chen and Chi Xiong.  

 

It hadn't passed the day yet since they returned from the Forest Maze. How come they fought each 

other now? Wasn't Yang Chen needed to recuperate for the time being? 

 

"Isn't that your friend, Brother Yun?" Fei Mao immediately recognized Yang Chen. 

 

Yun Lintian said nothing further and hasted his pace toward the arena, followed by Fei Mao. 

 

"You should go back to take care of your injury first. I said I want to fight you when you are in good 

condition." Chi Xiong placed his broadsword on his shoulder and said plainly.  

 

Yang Chen wiped the trace of blood out of the corner of his mouth and said coldly. "No need!"  

 

He then pointed his sword at Chi Xiong, and a crimson flame instantly burst out from his body. 



 

"What the hell are you doing there, Yang Chen!? Get down here!" 

 

As Yang Chen was about to rush forward, he was immediately startled by the angry roar from below. 

When he turned to look in the voice's direction, he saw Yun Lintian squeeze through the crowd while 

looking at him with a cold face. For some reason, Yang Chen shuddered slightly and did not dare to 

move further. 

 

Chi Xiong glanced over and put his broadsword down. With a bang, his broadsword penetrated the 

sturdy platform's floor and became a wall for Chi Xiong to lean on.  

 

"Don't get down yet? Do you want to ruin your future badly?" Yun Lintian arrived beside the platform 

and said coldly.  

 

Yang Chen's injuries were mostly on his soul. If he continued to use his power, undoubtedly, his 

foundation would be affected, and his future in profound ways would be limited. 

 

Yang Chen looked at Chi Xiong unwillingly, but he didn't dare to make a fuss with Yun Lintian. In the end, 

he announced his surrender and jumped down from the platform. 

 

"I'm sorry, Brother Yun." Yang Chen lowered his head, did not dare to look at Yun Lintian. 

 

The scene was so strange, and the students nearby began to discuss in a low voice. They didn't 

understand why Yang Chen was so obedient to Yun Lintian. Was he his father or something? 

 

"Is it worth abandoning your future just because of the temporary impulse? You can fight him at any 

time when you are fully recovered. Why are you so hurrying to die?" Yun Lintian scolded while sighing in 

his heart. This Yang Chen was indeed the typical protagonist without the brain. When is he going to 

learn? 

 

Yang Chen lowered his head further and said nothing. He came to Chi Xiong because his pride did not 

allow him to wait. He felt ashamed to wait until his injuries recovered. 

Chapter 388: Showy Yun Lintian 



 

 

 

"Hey. I don't think it is your duty to teach him. What he wants to do has nothing to do with you. Besides, 

he's a sword practitioner. If he's being restrained, how could he walk further in the path of the sword?" 

Chi Xiong leaned against his broadsword and said calmly. He was genuinely treated by Yang Chen as a 

worthy opponent. He felt uncomfortable seeing the latter get scolded by Yun Lintian like a kid. 

 

Yun Lintian glanced at him and said. "Of course, I'm not his father and have no duty to teach him. 

However, as a friend and someone he owed his life to, I don't want him to throw his life that I am 

painstakingly saving it away in such a useless way." 

 

Yang Chen's body trembled slightly when he heard this. That was right. Yun Lintian had tried to save his 

life so many times, yet he kept throwing his life away. This made him realize how shameful and stupid 

he was. 

 

Chi Xiong's brows knitted together in puzzlement. He didn't expect the relationship between them 

would be like this. From the information he got, he only knew that they were good friends and nothing 

more than that. 

 

He took a deep look at Yun Lintian and said. "Since you've ruined my battle with him, shouldn't you 

compensate me?" Without waiting for Yun Lintian to respond, he said further. "How about you come up 

and fight me?" 

 

The hell? Have I avoided the cliche situation earlier just to meet a new one? Yun Lintian said inwardly. 

He sighed and said. "Are you sure you want to fight me? You should know that your Master, the 

surname Wang, didn't even dare to fight me." 

 

Since Yun Lintian couldn't avoid it further, he might as well fight it this time. 

 

Chi Xiong's face turned gloomy as he said. "He is not my master… Come here if you have the gut." 

 

"Brother Yun…" Yang Chen raised his head and wanted to say something. However, he was immediately 

interrupted by Yun Lintian. 



 

"Stay here and watch how I beat him." Yun Lintian said and jumped onto the platform. 

 

The crowd immediately became excited when seeing this. Were they going to see the famous Yun 

Lintian fight this time? Before this, they heard a lot about Yun Lintian's legendary deeds, but they 

remained skeptical. Coupled with the recent news about him cheating on the Forest Maze, they didn't 

believe Yun Lintian's strength was great as people claimed previously. 

 

"Come." Yun Lintian said while beckoning Chi Xiong to attack with his finger. 

 

Chi Xiong's eyes narrowed, releasing killing intent. He grabbed his broadsword and stomped on the 

ground, rushing at Yun Lintian at full speed.  

 

Even though his body was enormous, his speed wasn't low at all. In a split second, he had already 

arrived before Yun Lintian and swung his giant broadsword down at the latter's head. 

 

Bang! 

 

Everyone had imagined Yun Lintian being crushed under the Chi Xiong's strike, but the reality was 

entirely different. When they regained their sense, they immediately saw Chi Xiong fly away like a 

cannonball before falling heavily on the ground. Meanwhile, Yun Lintian stood calmly in his position 

without moving an inch. 

 

The academy elders nearby glanced at each other in shock. These students might not see it, but they 

could vaguely see many things that happened earlier.  

 

The moment Chi Xiong swung his broadsword down, Yun Lintian suddenly transformed into a shadowy 

figure, moving to Chi Xiong's side, and struck out a punch before returning to his position. This insanely 

swift movement technique was utterly beyond the academy elders' comprehension. 

 

"It seems the rumors are true. His movement technique isn't something we can understand. I wonder 

which hidden family did he come from?" One of the academy elders said in amazement. Everyone also 

had the same question as him. 



 

Below the platform, Fei Mao's mouth widened open in shock. Although he was aware Yun Lintian was 

strong, the move Yun Lintian displayed earlier was obviously out of his expectation. At this moment, he 

realized how wise Wen Xing was to make that decision. Otherwise, Wen Xing wouldn't even know how 

he died. 

 

Meanwhile, Yang Chen stared at Yun Lintian with admiration. At the same time, he had realized there 

was a terribly huge gap between Yun Lintian and him. His hands subconsciously clenched into fists as he 

vowed to get stronger in his heart. 

 

Chi Xiong got up from the ground with difficulty. Currently, a storm was set in his heart as he was 

extremely shocked by Yun Lintian's strength.  

 

One had to know he had the Earth Shaking Bear bloodline, which was regarded as one of the strongest 

in terms of physiques, yet Yun Lintian's simple punch could send him away at ease. What did it mean? It 

meant Yun Lintian's physique was even stronger than his!… How could it be? 

 

"Are you ready? I'm going to make another attack now." Yun Lintian said calmly. 

 

His words immediately brought Chi Xiong back to his sense. Humiliated feeling gradually rose in Chi 

Xiong's heart. From young to the present, he had never felt like this before. 

 

Chi Xiong tightly grabbed his broadsword, and all of his muscles instantly bulged up. His entire body 

gradually turned brown, and fuzzy hairs grew out of his skin crazily. His current appearance was akin to a 

grizzly bear. 

 

"Roar!" Chi Xiong let out a furious roar. As he flashed forward, the howling of a savage storm resounded 

intensely, accompanied by horrible pressure rushing toward Yun Lintian. 

 

"What creature is that!?" The students exclaimed in shock when they saw Chi Xiong's appearance. They 

had never seen this kind of transformation before. 

 



Facing this terrifying force, Yun Lintian stood rooted to the ground and didn't move at all, as though he 

had been struck dumb with shock. As Chi Xiong's giant body approached, Yun Lintian suddenly let out a 

loud shout and stuck his fist forward at Chi Xiong. 

 

"Idiot!" This word popped up in the students' minds upon seeing Yun Lintian's action. This time they 

could obviously see Yun Lintian didn't even use any profound energy. How could he suppose to crash 

head-on with a truck-like Chi Xiong? 

 

Seeing Yun Lintian's fist coming, Chi Xiong sneered and ruthlessly cleaved his broadsword at the 

opponent. He admitted Yun Lintian's body was strong; he believed there was no way Yun Lintian could 

handle this attack. 

 

Roar— 

 

Before Chi Xiong's broadsword could touch Yun Lintian, the latter's fist abruptly transformed into a 

virtual fire dragon, followed by a mighty dragon's cry reverberated throughout the entire arena. 

Chapter 389: Accidentally Triggered A Breakthrough 

 

 

 

Chi Xiong felt as though his soul was being sucked away, facing the tyrannical dragon's cry. His body 

went stiff, and the broadsword was paused in midair, unable to reach the target. 

 

Bang! 

 

The virtual fire dragon coiled around Yun Lintian's arm and went straight at Chi Xiong's chest, 

immediately sending him out of the platform. With a thud, Chi Xiong's giant figure landed heavily on the 

ground, creating a huge pit beneath him. 

 

Once again, Yun Lintian's prowess shocked everyone in the scene. When they recovered their sense, 

they inadvertently looked at Chi Xiong, who struggled to get up with difficulty. If they faced Chi Xiong, 

they would definitely end up suffering, but Yun Lintian could send him away just one move. This 

strength was too unbelievable. They even started to doubt whether Yun Lintian was truly in the Origin 

Profound Realm. 



 

"Ugh!" Chi Xiong spat out a mouthful of blood. He felt as though his entire body had broken apart.  

 

Yun Lintian glanced at the academy elder nearby and asked. "Senior, is this count as I won the match?" 

 

The academy elder subconsciously nodded his head. "Since Chi Xiong has left the platform, it means he 

lost the match." 

 

Yun Lintian cupped his fists. "Thank you, Senior."  

 

Following that, he jumped off the platform and landed beside Yang Chen. He picked Linlin up from Fei 

Mao's head and squinted his eyes at the dazed Yang Chen. "Unwilling?" 

 

Yang Chen shook his head with a wry smile. "It's not like that, Brother Yun. I just realized the gap 

between us is too huge." 

 

Yun Lintian chuckled. "Of course, I'm more handsome than you, after all." 

 

The corner of Yang Chen's mouth twitched slightly… I'm not talking about appearance, alright? 

 

Yun Lintian didn't want to say here anymore. He motioned with his chin while saying. "Let's go." 

 

"Wait!" As Yun Lintian and others were about to leave, Chi Xiong suddenly shouted and dragged his 

body toward them. 

 

Yun Lintian turned to look at him and asked with a frown. "Wants more?" 

 

Chi Xiong used his broadsword to stabilize himself and shook his head. "No. I'm not your opponent." 

 

"What is it then?" Yun Lintian asked impatiently. 



 

Chi Xiong took a deep breath and said with a serious expression. "You are strong. Much stronger than 

Wang Jue. Can I look for you for a spar in the future?" 

 

Yun Lintian waved his hand boringly. "Go away. I'm not free. If you want to fight, then let's wait until this 

guy fully recovered first." He then pointed at Yang Chen. 

 

Chi Xiong was disappointed, but he understood Yun Lintian didn't want to waste time with someone 

weaker like him. He nodded his head and turned to Yang Chen. "I'll wait for your word." Afterward, he 

slowly walked out of the arena area while dragging his broadsword. 

 

Yang Chen stared at Chi Xiong's back solemnly without saying anything until the latter disappeared from 

his sight. 

 

Yun Lintian patted his shoulder and said. "Recover well. You can fight him as much as you want by then."  

 

Yang Chen nodded. "Understood, Brother Yun." 

 

"However, I have to remind you something." Yun Lintian suddenly said. "I'm not trying to criticize or 

order you around, but you have to use your brain more next time. Remember, your life doesn't actually 

belong to you alone. You still have your sister, parents, and little girlfriend behind you. Have you ever 

thought about what would happen to them if something happened to you?" 

 

Yang Chen visibly trembled. He seemed to see the picture of Yang Mengli, Hua Wanru, and his parents 

crying in front of his grave in his mind. He always thought it didn't matter if he died, they would 

definitely live well, but in fact, it might be totally opposite.  

 

It was at this time Yang Chen realized how stupid his action was in the past. He always acted according 

to his emotion. With just a little provocation, he would immediately become angry and respond 

impulsively. 

 

Seeing Yang Chen seemed to realize something, Yun Lintian added. "As for your sword's path, I believe 

you aren't suitable for the invincible path so you don't have to try your best to face every enemy you 



see… I'm not a sword practitioner, so I don't know much about this. However, why don't you ask 

yourself more? Why do you want to become stronger? For yourself or for who?" 

 

It was as though there was a bang in Yang Chen's mind and a new path appeared before him… That was 

right. What am I practicing for? Who do I want to become stronger for? 

 

The doubt in Yang Chen's eyes gradually became clearer and clearer. He had finally found his true 

sword's path… He wanted to protect his beloved ones! 

 

Buzz— 

 

All of a sudden, massive profound energy swiftly gathered around Yang Chen's body, forming into a 

small cyclone. At the same time, Yang Chen's strength gradually rose from the early level to the middle 

level and arrived at the ninth level of Origin Profound Realm in one go. 

 

This commotion immediately attracted everyone in the scene. They looked at Yang Chen's power 

continued to rise in a dumbfounded manner… What's going on? Why did he suddenly make a 

breakthrough? 

 

The academy elders glanced at each other before taking a deep look at Yun Lintian and Yang Chen. They 

could obviously hear the discussion between the two and understand the reason behind Yang Chen's 

sudden breakthrough. 

 

A long while later, Yang Chen opened his eyes and clenched his fists, trying to adjust to his newly gained 

power. Afterward, he bowed deeply to Yun Lintian and said. "Thank you, Brother Yun. I understand 

everything now." 

 

"I didn't do anything. You don't have to thank me." Yun Lintian said plainly, appearing like an aloof 

expert. No one knew behind his calm appearance, a stormy turmoil was set in his heart… What the 

hell!? Did he break through just like that? I'm just copying the phrase in the novels, yet it actually 

worked!? 

 

Yang Chen would never expect the reason he could break through was actually due to Yun Lintian trying 

to act cool… 



Chapter 390: Another Headache Situation 

 

 

 

Yun Lintian felt he wouldn't be able to maintain his calm appearance if he stayed here further. He 

casually waved his hand and said. "Let's go back. I have something to do." 

 

Yang Chen hurriedly responded. "Alright." He paused for a moment and turned to Fei Mao. "This 

brother…." 

 

"Fei Mao. My name is Fei Mao. I'm number one little brother of Brother Yun." Fei Mao recovered from 

his previous shock and was hurriedly introduced. 

 

"Fat Cat?" Yang Chen was stunned for a moment and looked at Fei Mao weirdly… His parents must hate 

him to name him like this. 

 

As if he perceived the trace of sympathy in Yang Chen's eyes, Fei Mao immediately understood what the 

former thinks. He quickly changed the topic. "If you are looking to repair your weapon, you can look for 

me at any time, Brother Yang." 

 

Seeing Yang Chen's puzzled expression, Yun Lintian said. "He's a soon-to-be forging grandmaster. You 

can use him as you want. He will be happy to help you." 

 

Yang Chen was surprised and said. "Then I'll definitely trouble Brother Fei in the future." 

 

The three of them exchanged a few words and returned to their respective residences. 

 

When Yun Lintian arrived at his residence with Linlin in his arms, he saw Long Feiyan standing nearby 

the stream and looked at him without blinking her eyes. 

 



Recalling the unpleasant meeting last time, Yun Lintian knew he used too much of his strength caused 

Long Feiyan to fall unconscious. He smiled awkwardly and greeted her. "What are you doing here, Third 

Sister?" 

 

Long Feiyan did not reply to his question but said. "We will fight again. Next time, I will defeat you." 

 

A wry smile appeared on Yun Lintian's face. "Can we not fight, Third Sister?" 

 

Long Feiyan shook her head. "No. This is important to me." Following that, she turned around and 

walked back to her residence, leaving Yun Lintian standing confusedly. 

 

Important? Yun Lintian looked Long Feiyan's back in doubt. 

 

"She has her own reason to do this." At this moment, Jiang Yingyue walked out of Yun Lintian's 

residence after settling Lin Zixuan. She arrived a few steps away from Yun Lintian and said. "Her family's 

situation is not good right now. She needs to get stronger as fast as she can." 

 

"Her family? What kind of trouble the Long clan is currently encountering, Big Sister Yingyue?" Yun 

Lintian remembered the Long clan was extremely powerful, a bit inferior to the nine palaces. What 

situation were they currently in to make Long Feiyan become this desperate? 

 

Jiang Yingyue raised her head to look at the sky and slowly explained. "As you can see, Feiyan's bloodline 

is not ordinary. Naturally, many people are coveting it. This including of the Myriad Pill Palace." 

 

"Myriad Pill Palace?" Yun Lintian was surprised slightly… What the heck? All the palaces in the Central 

Continent are villains?  

 

Jiang Yingyue asked. "You're a spirit doctor yourself. You should understand how precious bloodline is. 

Especially the high-rank bloodline." 

 

Yun Lintian's brows involuntarily creased together. "Don't tell me they want to make a bloodline pill?" 

Seeing Jiang Yingyue nod her head, Yun Lintian immediately blurted out. "Ridiculous! They don't know 

that it's impossible to let people inherit bloodline by taking the pill?" 



 

Yun Lintian was well-aware of the so-called bloodline pill. According to the Record of Life, there were 

only two ways to inherit a bloodline. First, inherited through copulation. As long as the female was 

pregnant, their descendant would eventually inherit the bloodline. However, the chance was slim for 

the different races. 

 

The second method was forcibly infused with the origin blood as Yun Lintian did. This method was 

insanely risky, and the chance of success was below one percent — unless they had a special physique 

or a profound vein as Yun Lintian's. Not to mention who would give away the origin blood? 

 

Jiang Yingyue did not give any comment on this, she continued. "The Myriad Pill Palace keeps waiting. 

They are waiting until the Long clan becomes weaker due to the lack of a new descendant… And the 

time has come. The current Long clan's patriarch, Feiyan's grandfather, Long Jin, is about to reach the 

end of his lifespan. He has ten years left at most. The moment he fell, the Myriad Pill Palace will launch 

their operation right away." 

 

Yun Lintian felt his original big head had become bigger again. He was sure the reader might scold the 

author to dead by now for giving them too much info... What the hell is this? So many things happened 

at the same time.  

 

He didn't know how to organize the priority of these matters anymore. Right now, he genuinely needed 

a proper rest to think more clearly about this. 

 

Jiang Yingyue noticed Yun Lintian's tired expression. She didn't continue on the topic further and said. 

"How about taking a rest at my house?" 

 

Since Lin Zixuan had occupied Yun Lintian's residence, there was no place for him to stay. 

 

Yun Lintian shook his head and said. "Thank you, Big Sister Yingyue. I'll find a place nearby to settle in." 

 

Jiang Yingyue nodded and walked toward her residence. 

 

Yun Lintian looked around for a while and found a place nearby the stream to set up a tent. After 

arranging everything, he put Linlin on the bed and carefully checked her condition. There was no 



significant injury on Linlin's body, but somehow she fell unconscious for a long time. He didn't know 

what to do to wake her up and could only let her sleep like this. 

 

As Yun Lintian lied down beside her, Linlin suddenly opened her eyes and looked at Yun Lintian 

confusedly. "Big Brother Yun…" 

 

Yun Lintian hurriedly looked at her and said with concern. "Wake up? Did you feel uncomfortable 

somewhere?" 

 

Linlin shook her head and snuggled into Yun Lintian's arms. "I'm scared to death. I thought Big Brother 

Yun got blasted into nothingness by that hateful man." 

 

Yun Lintian stroked her back and tried to comfort her. "How could it be possible? Your big brother is 

tougher more than you think. Don't you know that?" 

 

"Mhm!" Linlin responded and buried her head in Yun Lintian's chest. 

 

"You little clingy." He shook his head helplessly and lied down on the bed, falling into deep 

contemplation. 


